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Customer

Disclaimer

The information in this presentation is confidential and proprietary to SAP and may not be disclosed without the

permission of SAP. Except for your obligation to protect confidential information, this presentation is not subject to your

license agreement or any other service or subscription agreement with SAP. SAP has no obligation to pursue any course

of business outlined in this presentation or any related document, or to develop or release any functionality mentioned

therein.

This presentation, or any related document and SAP's strategy and possible future developments, products and or

platforms directions and functionality are all subject to change and may be changed by SAP at any time for any reason

without notice. The information in this presentation is not a commitment, promise or legal obligation to deliver any

material, code or functionality. This presentation is provided without a warranty of any kind, either express or implied,

including but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, or non-

infringement. This presentation is for informational purposes and may not be incorporated into a contract. SAP assumes

no responsibility for errors or omissions in this presentation, except if such damages were caused by SAP’s intentional or

gross negligence.

All forward-looking statements are subject to various risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ

materially from expectations. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements,

which speak only as of their dates, and they should not be relied upon in making purchasing decisions.
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Customer

Introduction and Overview – Wendy Thompson

Order to Cash Details - Christian Vogler

Agenda
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Customer

Facing a new level 
of complexity in a 

hyper-connected world

Continuous 
transformation 
requiring agility

Every organization faces the velocity of digital business
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Customer

The Digital Economy is Reality − Not Future

By 2020, 100 
million consumers 
will shop in 
augmented reality.
(1)

By 2020, 85% of a 
customer’s brand 
experience will 
occur without any 
human interaction. 
(2)

By 2030, organs 
will be biologically 
3D-printed on 
demand. (3)

By 2020, over 80% of 
the G500 will be 
digital services 
suppliers through 
Industry Collaborative 
Cloud (ICC) platforms.
(4)

By 2020, the 
average person will 
have more 
conversations 
with bots than 
with their spouse.
(1) 
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Customer

Simple and intuitive 
user experience 

requirements

Sense of urgency 
to empower talent 

and creativity

Expectations have shifted towards simplicity 
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Customer

New technologies allow for a truly intelligent Cloud ERP 

Delivered through
the Cloud

Predictive 
analytics

Machine learning to 
reduce mundane

tasks and increase 
business agility

Intelligent assistants
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Customer

HIGH TOUCH 

1995 2005 2015 20xx

System of
record

LOW TOUCH 

Business Evolution Causes Demand of 

Automation and Real-time Business
Example Sales Order
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Customer

80-90 % ZERO TOUCH

Exception-based handling
<10 % LOW TOUCH

1995 2005 2015 20xx

The Digital Core

System of
intelligence

block

Machine
learning

Business Evolution Causes Demand of 

Automation and Real-time Business
Example Sales Order
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Customer

SAP Cash Application
Intelligent invoice matching powered by SAP Leonardo Machine learning

History 

Payments 

Invoices

Matching 

proposals

SAP Cash Application intelligently learns matching criteria from 

historical data and automatically clears payments 

Machine Learning

Automate

Automation

▪ Increase efficiency

▪ Reduce errors 

▪ Enable finance to focus 

on strategic tasks

Reduce TCO

▪ Learns from historical 

data

▪ Learns from 

accountant behavior 

▪ Does not require on-

going maintenance

Speed

▪ Faster payment matching

▪ Reduce DSO

▪ Increase liquidity

▪ Improve customer service.

Integrated with S/4

▪ Integrated with S/4HANA 

Cloud and On-premise

▪ Compliments standard 

rules

▪ Maintain current 

processing workflow
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Customer

How does the public cloud enable innovation?

Time (Quarters, Years)

Functionality / Value

Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6

Public cloud

• More value, faster

• Less time/budget just

“keeping the lights on”

• Receive upgrades 

• automatically

Legacy ERP

• Modifications

• Unable to upgrade

• Workarounds, Excel,

point solutions, …

Standard Software

• Annual upgrade
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Customer

End-to-End Customer Onboarding
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Customer

SAP S/4HANA Cloud
Simplify your business

INSTANT
• Go Live in Weeks

• Quarterly Updates

• Fit to Standard

INTELLIGENT
• Machine Learning & AI

• Digital Assistant

• Predictive Analytics

INNOVATIVE
• In-Memory Database

• Real-time Insights

• Full Cloud Integration
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Customer

Disclaimer

The information in this presentation is confidential and proprietary to SAP and may not be disclosed without the

permission of SAP. Except for your obligation to protect confidential information, this presentation is not subject to your

license agreement or any other service or subscription agreement with SAP. SAP has no obligation to pursue any course

of business outlined in this presentation or any related document, or to develop or release any functionality mentioned

therein.

This presentation, or any related document and SAP's strategy and possible future developments, products and or

platforms directions and functionality are all subject to change and may be changed by SAP at any time for any reason

without notice. The information in this presentation is not a commitment, promise or legal obligation to deliver any

material, code or functionality. This presentation is provided without a warranty of any kind, either express or implied,

including but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, or non-

infringement. This presentation is for informational purposes and may not be incorporated into a contract. SAP assumes

no responsibility for errors or omissions in this presentation, except if such damages were caused by SAP’s intentional or

gross negligence.

All forward-looking statements are subject to various risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ

materially from expectations. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements,

which speak only as of their dates, and they should not be relied upon in making purchasing decisions.



SAP S/4HANA Cloud
General Information
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Customer

Information

Follow this link to Solution Explorer

https://solutionexplorer.sap.com/solexp/ui/vlm/is_s4hana_cloud/vlm/is_s4hana_cloud-ind-is_s4hana_cloud
https://solutionexplorer.sap.com/solexp/ui/vlm/is_s4hana_cloud/vlm/is_s4hana_cloud-ind-is_s4hana_cloud
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Customer

Continuous innovation

Quarterly innovation cycle

SAP S/4HANA

Cloud 1802

SAP S/4HANA

Cloud 1708

SAP S/4HANA

Cloud 1711
SAP S/4HANA

Cloud 1805

Available

today

SAP S/4HANA

Cloud 1808

Aug 2017 Nov 2017 Feb 2018 May 2018 Aug 2018

*This is the current state of planning and may be changed by SAP at any time without notice.

SAP S/4HANA Cloud
Schedule*
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Customer

SAP S/4HANA Cloud 1711
What’s new?

New Countries

4
New Scope Items

~34
Enhancements of

Scope Items

~70
Scope Items

~240 2
New Languages

This is the current state of planning and may be changed by SAP at any time without notice.

https://rapid.sap.com/bp/
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Customer

Accelerated Plan to Production

Integration of SAP Manufacturing Execution to Production Operation (2JN), Quality Management for Complaints Against Suppliers (2F9), Quality Management for 

Complaints from Customers (2FA), SAP Fiori Analytical Apps for Production Planning (2JD), Subsidiary as Production Unit and Internal Supplier to Headquarters 

(21T)

Core Finance

Commitment Management (2I3), Intercompany Process for Foreign Exchange (2F2), Intercompany Process for Foreign Exchange - Parallel Ledger (2HU), Hedge 

Accounting for Cash Flow Hedge supporting IFRS 9 (1XD), Treasury Management Integration for Trading Platforms (2F5)

HR Connectivity

SAP SuccessFactors Employee Central Payroll Integration

Initial Idea to Design

Embedded Software Management (2G6), Requirements Driven Development (2G4), Software Compatibility Management (2G5)

Optimized Order to Cash

Accelerated Third Party Returns (1Z3), Basic Available-to-Promise Processing (2LN), Integration of External Payments to Customer Payments (2M0), Integration 

of External Payments to Digital Payments (2LZ), Integration of SAP S/4HANA Sales with Procurement (2EL), Intercompany Process for Customer Returns (2F4), 

Legal Control (1W8), Sales of Services (2EQ), Sales Order Processing for Non-Stock Material (2ET), Watchlist Screening (1WE)

Project Services

Basic Resource Management - Project-Based Services (2MV)

Streamlined Procure to Pay

Automated Invoice Settlement (2LH), Integration of SAP S/4HANA Procurement with Sales (2EJ), Supplier Consignment (2LG)

SAP S/4HANA Cloud 1711
What’s new – Scope Items

~34
New Scope 

Items

This is the current state of planning and may be changed by SAP at any time without notice.
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Customer

29 Countries 

Australia, Belgium, Canada, Denmark*, China, France, Germany, Hong 

Kong, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Indonesia*, India*, Japan, Luxembourg, 

Malaysia, Netherlands, New Zealand, Philippines, Russia*, Singapore, 

South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Taiwan, United Arab Emirates, 

United Kingdom, USA

17 Languages 

Arabic, Bahasa Malaysia*, Danish*, Dutch, English, French, German, 

Hungarian, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, 

Swedish, Traditional Chinese, Chinese (simplified)

* new for SAP S/4HANA Cloud 1711

SAP S/4HANA Cloud 1711
What’s new – Localization

2
New Languages

New Countries

4

This is the current state of planning and may be changed by SAP at any time without notice

and Key innovations do not reflect licensing
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Customer

SAP S/4HANA Cloud 1711
Key Innovations for Optimized Order to Cash*

Integration
 OData API for billing documents 

(read) (SAP S/4HANA Cloud)

 OData API for debit memo request 

(create), (update), (delete)

 OData API for credit memo request 

(create, update, delete)

User Experience

Maximize SAP Fiori Experience
- SAP Fiori Overview Pages 

Sales order Management
 Sales order processing in SAP S/4HANA 

Cloud: mass changes and status tracking

 Process sales documents with prices that 

vary from the customer-expected prices in 

SAP S/4HANA Cloud

Sales, returns, and refund 

management
 Accelerated returns processing in SAP 

S/4HANA Cloud - return third-party 

products to suppliers

Sales master data management
 Sales master data management in SAP 

S/4HANA Cloud: item proposal

Billing and invoicing
 Convergence of customer billing data 

– Microsoft Excel upload in 

SAP S/4HANA Cloud

 Preliminary billing documents in SAP 

S/4HANA Cloud

Intercompany Scenarios
 Intercompany for customer returns

Analytics
 Compare planned and actual sales data 

in SAP S/4HANA Cloud

 Approval workflow for credit memo 

requests in SAP S/4HANA Cloud

* This is the current state of planning and may be changed by SAP at any time without notice

and Key innovations do not reflect licensing



SAP S/4HANA Cloud
Optimized Order to Cash
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Customer

Sales and Distribution
Process Flow

Sales and distribution

Customer

Pricing Availability

Create 

Sales Order

Material Management

DeliveryGoods Issue

Invoice

Accounts Receivable

Receivable

Inquiry Order Payment
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Customer

Sales and Distribution Process Flow

Monitoring / Reports
• Sales Order Fulfillment Monitoring

• Fiori Overview Pages for Sales and Distribution 

• Order-to-Cash Performance Monitoring

• Intrastat Processing

Predecessor processes
• Sales Inquiry

• Sales Quotation

• Sales Contract Management

• Integration with SAP Hybris Cloud for Customer 

- Opportunity-to-Order

• Sales Rebate processing

Available to Promise (ATP)
• advanced Available-to-Promise

Processing

Sell from stock and variants /

SD Processes with procurement integration
• Sell from Stock

• Free Goods Processing

• Sales Order Processing with Collective Billing

• Sales Order Processing with Customer Down Payment

• Sales Processing using Third-Party with Shipping Notification

• Sales Processing using Third-Party without Shipping Notification

• Sales Order Processing for Prospect

• Sales of Non-Stock Item with Order-Specific Procurement

Non-billing or

non sales order process
• Order Reference 

• Free of Charge Delivery

Debit / Credit Memo processing
• Credit Memo Processing

• Debit Memo Processing

• Invoice Correction Process with Credit Memo

• Invoice Correction Process with Debit Memo

• Advanced Credit Management 

• Customer payment 

Claims, Returns, and

Refund Management
• Returnables Processing

• Customer Returns

• Accelerated Customer Returns

Receivables

Processing
• Accounts Receivable

• Digital payment

Basic Shipping
• Stock Handling - Rework, Scrap, Blocked Stock

• Return to Supplier

• Physical Inventory - Inventory Count and Adjustment

• Consignment

• Quality Management in Sales

• Subcontracting 

Billing and Invoicing
• Intercompany Sales Order Processing

- Domestic

• Intercompany Sales Order Processing

- International

Monitoring

Reports

• Convergent Billing

• Electronic Payment

• External Billing

Extended Intercompany Processes for Sales    Third-Party Warehouse Management System Integration   

Planning Apps for Sales   

• Preliminary billing document

• Sales Performance Plan/Actuals



SAP S/4HANA Cloud 1711
Key Innovations



Manage Preliminary Billing Documents
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Customer

Preliminary billing document (PBD)

Customer 
provides 
feedback

Service 
provider 
makes 

changes 
based on 
feedback

Customer 
reviews 

PBD

Service 
provider 
creates 
PBD for 

customer 
review

Both parties agree 
on final form of 
billing document

Customer 
receives 
service

Billing document 
based on PBD 
is created, posted, 
and sent 
to customer for 
settlement
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Customer

Sales and Distribution
Preliminary Billing Documents*

Value Proposition 

 Preliminary billing documents serve as a useful basis for 

repeated negotiations with customers regarding billing 

document details

 You can now ensure that customers are entirely happy 

with the form and content of a future billing document 

before you create, post, and send out the final billing 

document to request payment

Capabilities

 Create preliminary billing documents based on items in 

the billing due list (sales orders and deliveries, for 

example) by changing prices, attachments, or texts

 Display a print preview of the preliminary billing document

 Create and post the final billing document 

 Output preliminary billing documents the same way as 

final billing documents (print and email, for example)

*Documentation to this functionality will only be available with 1802

This is the current state of planning and may be changed by SAP at any time without notice

and Key innovations do not reflect licensing



Sales Performance – Plan / Actual
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Customer

Sales & Distribution
Sales Performance Plan / Actual

Value Proposition 

▪ Fast data insight regarding actual-versus-planned 

sales performance – to take quick action, if 

required.

Capabilities
▪ New SAP Fiori app Sales Performance -

Plan/Actual to compare planned and actual sales 

data on different dimensions, such as sales 

organization, customer, and material. By doing 

so, you can analyze to what extent your sales 

targets are being achieved and thus gain insights 

into your current sales performance.

▪ You use this app after you have created at least 

one sales plan, or a sales employee who reports 

directly to you has created and released at least 

one sales plan in the Manage Sales Plans app.

This is the current state of planning and may be changed by SAP at any time without notice

and Key innovations do not reflect licensing



My Sales Overview
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Customer

My sales Overview Card

 Blocked Credit Memo Requests

 Open Sales Quotations

 Open Sales Orders

 Customer Returns

 Customer Contacts

 Sales Order Fulfillment – Monitor 

Issues

 Sales Quotation Pipeline

 Compared to Month of Previous 

Year –Incoming Sales Orders

 Quick Actions

This is the current state of planning and may be changed by SAP at any time without notice

and Key innovations do not reflect licensing
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Compared to Month of Previous Year – Incoming Sales Orders

• The card Compared to Month of Previous Year displays incoming 

sales orders by month of the current and previous year.

• The header displays the comparative monetary and percentage values. 

These indicate the difference in revenue from incoming sales orders 

between the current month and same month of the previous year. 

• The graph breaks down the revenue from incoming sales orders for the 

current and previous year by month. 

• For the current month, only revenue from incoming sales orders up to 

the current day can be considered. Thus, to accurately compare 

revenues against the previous year, only consider revenues recorded 

until the same date of the previous year. 

• The currency of the amounts can be changed. Refer to the My Sales 

Overview Settings – Display Currency section.

This is the current state of planning and may be changed by SAP at any time without notice

and Key innovations do not reflect licensing



SAP Sales Order Tracking
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Customer

SAP Sales Order Tracking – Business benefits   

▪ Get a quick overview about the fulfillment status 

of a sales order

▪ Track the fulfillment status of sales orders and 

get a quick overview if the sales orders are on 

track or if they contain issues

▪ Check the status of all subsequent documents of 

an sales order, like production orders, deliveries 

and accounting documents

▪ Recognize issues in the fulfillment process and 

trigger appropriate actions

▪ Ensure that the customer products will arrive on 

time

▪ Solve issues immediately

This is the current state of planning and may be changed by SAP at any time without notice

and Key innovations do not reflect licensing
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Customer

Track Sales Orders – Search result list 

The list shows the entire sales-to-cash process in the form of a list, including the sales document 

header data, and the fulfillment status for the process phases in order, in supply, in delivery, in transit, 

in invoice, in accounting.

If an issue exists, it is also displayed in this list.

This is the current state of planning and may be changed by SAP at any time without notice

and Key innovations do not reflect licensing
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Customer

Overall Fulfillment and Process Phase

Process Phase of the current fulfillment status

The process phase gives the sales rep a 

condensed view of the overall status of the 

fulfillment process and is specially interesting on 

mobile devices where the screen space is 

restricted.

If an issue exists, the phase in which the issue 

occurs is shown here. 

The Overall Fulfillment:

This column shows the  aggregated status of all 

involved process phases

Is there an issue? Then the icon for issue is 

displayed. If no issue exists the system checks if all 

phases are completely processed. If at least one 

process phase is in process, the overall fulfillment 

status is in process 

This is the current state of planning and may be changed by SAP at any time without notice

and Key innovations do not reflect licensing
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Customer

Track Sales Order Details
The tree shows all the relevant 

documents for the 

corresponding sales document. 

The top node of the tree 

shows the entire fulfillment 

process, with the relevant 

business objects underneath.

If the process flow contains an 
issue, you can navigate via a 
smart link to resolve the sales 
order fulfillment issues.

* In the case of debit memos and orders without charge, you 
navigate to the object page of the relevant sales document.

Switch to a “full screen mode” for 
a detailed analysis

For sales orders you can navigate from the search result list to sales order 

details in which the sales order fulfillment is visualized. (*)

In this part of the screen, you 

can display further details for 

the business documents in the 

context of their fulfilment. The 

top node shows the process 

flow.

This is the current state of planning and may be changed by SAP at any time without notice

and Key innovations do not reflect licensing
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Customer

Join the SAP 

S/4HANA Community

Best Practices 

Explorer
SAP S/4HANA Trials

SAP Learning Hub

SAP S/4HANA 

Release Info

SAP S/4HANA 

Roadmaps

SAP Help Portal
S/4HANA Roadmap 

Viewer

Start here…

Where to go for more information?

https://rapid.sap.com/bp/#/browse/categories/sap_s%254hana/areas/cloud
https://www.sap.com/cmp/oth/crm-s4hana/s4hana-cloud.html
https://training.sap.com/g/en
https://training.sap.com/g/en/
https://go.sap.com/community/topic/s4hana.html
https://training.sap.com/g/en/
http://help.sap.com/s4hana
https://roadmapviewer-supportportal.dispatcher.hana.ondemand.com/
http://go.sap.com/solution/roadmaps.cross-topics.html
https://rapid.sap.com/bp/#/browse/categories/sap_s%254hana/areas/cloud
https://www.sap.com/cmp/oth/crm-s4hana/s4hana-cloud.html
https://www.sap.com/product/enterprise-management/s4hana-erp/cloud.html
https://help.sap.com/viewer/product/SAP_S4HANA_OVERVIEW/latest/en-US


Thank you.

Wendy Thompson

SAP S/4HANA Cloud Solution Management

SAP Labs │ 3410 Hillview Avenue │ Palo Alto, CA  94304 │USA

Wendy.Thompson@sap.com

Christian Vogler

SAP S/4HANA Product Management & Co-Innovation

SAP SE │ Dietmar-Hopp-Allee 16 │ 69190 Walldorf │Germany

Christian.Vogler@sap.com
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